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S E C O M B.

H O R S E S.

New and beautiful silk ovals, easy to wear; also, some very elegant, from Spain. FURNISHED.

W A N T S.

WANT TO BE TOLD WHERE TO RANGE. W. H. D. WATTS. HICKORY RANGE.

Amusements.

Academy of Music.


The Lottery Office, No. 2 King Street. Premiums for Christmas.

The old Government Palace.

We need hardly refer to the elevation of the memory of the late Hon. President Polk, by the United States Congress, to the rank of a Hero of the Republic. The Senate, as we learn, voted no vetos, and the House, no objections; and the result will be to have the memory of the late President Polk, and the public services he rendered, acknowledged in the most salutary manner. The Senate, we learn, would have appointed a commission to aid the House of Representatives in the preparation of a communication to the President, and to correspond with the members of Congress of the United States, who were present at the time of the late President Polk's death. The House of Representatives, we learn, would have appointed a committee of five members to correspond with the Senate, and to correspond with the members of Congress of the United States, who were present at the time of the late President Polk's death.
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